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VERB

Grade 3+ • 2 players or teams of 2 • Materials needed: One 30-sided letter dice, game sheet, & pencil
OBJECT OF THE GAME: Identify and correctly spell nouns, verbs, and adjectives. TO PLAY: Each player (team) needs a game sheet.
The goal is be the first player/team to fill in all the spaces with correctly spelled words. First player rolls the letter dice. Player 2 races to
say, "Noun(N), Verb(V)", or "Adjective(ADJ)", and must say any N, V, or ADJ beginning with the letter rolled. Player 2 must now correctly
spell the word aloud. If he spells it correctly, it is written into an appropriate space on his game sheet. For example, if player 1 rolled a
"D", player 2 races to say, "Noun, Door, D-O-O-R." Player 2 now writes "door" in one of his noun spaces. If player 2 spells his word
incorrectly, nothing is recorded. Player 1 now has a chance to say and correctly spell a N, V, or ADJ. If player 1 spells his word correctly,
he writes it in a labeled space on his game sheet. If he is incorrect, his turn is over. Player 2
rolls the dice. Player 1 now races to say "Noun, Verb", or Adjective", and must correctly spell
that word before it is recorded. Play continues alternating turns until one player has all their
spaces filled. If a "wild" or "vowel" space is rolled, the dice is rolled again until a letter is
ADJECTIVE
rolled. The first player to complete their game sheet is the "Parts of Speech Speed Race"
Winner! VARIATION: 1) Players/teams work together to fill in the spaces. The letter dice is
rolled and all players/teams use the same letter to fill in all their spaces. 2) Modify the game
sheet by adding or substututing different parts of speech.
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